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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel scheme of integrating
episodic memory into semantic memory based task planner.
Task planners have taken an important role in AI research
along with semantic memory to better perform tasks for robots.
Episodic memory memorizes and retrieves temporal sequence
of situated behaviors by which temporal relationship between
behaviors can be deﬁned. None of any research, however, has
implemented it into their work for task planning. By introducing episodic memory into task planner, the temporal causal
relationship between situated behaviors, which are stored in
semantic memory, is taken into consideration. The integrated
architecture proves its effectiveness by notably reducing the
number of nodes traversed in ﬁnding solutions. Robots can
reduce time complexity in solving given problems by retrieving
previous memories. Deep Adaptive Resonance Theory (DeepART) neural model and cogency-based hierarchical behavior
planner are used for the episodic memory and the task planner, respectively. Cogency-based hierarchical behavior planner
proves its capability of solving given problems in experiment
with humanoid robot Mybot, and Deep-ART is augmented to
the planner and tested in simulations. Therefore, the contribution of this approach lies on developing a framework which
takes advantage of implementing episodic memory and planner
in one place.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Various types of task planners have been developed to
perform the tasks given to robots. In their applications to
robot for intelligent motions, memory takes an important
role. The most frequently used memory is semantic memory
which provides objects, its usage and possible behaviors
associated with them. With the information provided by the
semantic memory, planners search for possible sequence of
behavior solutions. However, while searching for the most
likely behaviors, it has to traverse less likely behaviors. The
episodic memory helps in the context of suggesting the most
relevant events, to reduce time complexity of behavior planning from scratch; higher level planning has more chance to
match with plans in episodic memory. Most importantly, the
episodic memory can provide temporal relationship between
situated behaviors and the behavior planner.
There have been signiﬁcant research done on the episodic
memory. An adaptive resonance architecture (ART 1) introduced an unsupervised learning models for binary inputs
[1], while fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (fuzzy ART)
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allowed continuous inputs [2]. Based on these works, a
memory architecture model to memorize and retrieve spatiotemporal information of episodes has been proposed in
terms of episodic memory adaptive resonance theory (EMART) [3]. Deep-ART has been proposed to enhance EMART’s performance. Also, a novel approach to describe
and mimic neocortex’s structural and algorithmic attributes
was developed by the name, hierarchical temporal memory
(HTM) [4]. This HTM model allows to process enormous
amount of input patterns to be learned and memorized in
temporal fashion so that it enables anomaly detection in
current situation compared to the previous ones.
Task planner is a hierarchical architecture which changes
the initial state of environment to the desired target state
by a temporal sequence of required robot behaviors on
proper objects. In a recent study, common sense domain
knowledge as a semantic knowledge was integrated with task
planner to improve semantic relationship between objects
and places in environment [5]. Memory-based architecture is
necessary to realize task intelligence [6]. Also, while normal
task planners use shallow domain knowledge, an approach
proposed to integrate hierarchical spatial information with
semantic knowledge allowing a robot advanced autonomy
and intelligence [7]. Behavior planning can be described by
STRIPS which uses tree search algorithm [8]. Importance
of learning in emergence of behaviors is described in [9].
Confabulation as heuristic measure in planner can be used in
tree searching algorithm to mimic human intelligence [10].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
brief explanation about episodic memory structure. Section
III describes development of cogency-based hierarchical
behavior planner and Section IV explains the structure
and logic of the episodic memory augmented task planner.
Section V describes the simulation in MATLAB, results
and discussion for Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks
follow in Section VII.
II. I MPLEMENTED E PISODIC MEMORY ARCHITECTURE
Deep-ART is applied to implement an episodic memory
with semantic memory based task planner. In the proposed
architecture, ﬁve layered Deep-ART is designed to memorize
the hierarchical sequences of behaviors (Fig. 1). The ﬁrst
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channel of input ﬁeld gets behaviors as inputs and the rest
channels take objects, which is related to the behaviors, as
inputs. Each input channel is linked to attribute ﬁeld to store
the relationship between types, instances, situation types,
and situation instances of objects. The activated nodes in
input ﬁeld goes through matching process with the nodes in
primitive behavior ﬁeld. The input values which successively
come into input ﬁeld activate the nodes in primitive ﬁelds in
temporal order to generate primitive behavior sequences. The
primitive behavior sequence is entered to the manipulation
behavior ﬁeld to activate nodes of the ﬁeld and generates sequences of manipulation behaviors. This process is repeated
up to the task ﬁeld level and enables memorization of hierarchical behaviors. The memorized hierarchical behaviors
are retrieved to perform given tasks.
&ϲdĂƐŬ&ŝĞůĚ

layers: abstract level, manipulation level, and primitive level.
Each layer plans a sequence of behaviors that satisﬁes precondition and post-condition returned from one level higher
than the layer itself, and the process module which calculates
the score to select the most proper behavior for pre-condition
is the confabulation process and memory module.
In confabulation module, quantiﬁcation from STRIPS is
applied to express the relationship between situated objects
and behaviors instances in probability. Situated objects and
behaviors are the assumed fact symbols and conclusion
symbols for semantic memory, respectively (Fig. 3). Situational context or status is understood by the situated objects.
The most suitable behaviors in the situational context are
decided and ranked by considering the cogency value by
Bayes theorem (Eq. (5)). The following cost function is
the modiﬁed version of traditional A* search algorithm and
includes the empirically adjusted cogency ranking term:
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Figure 1: Deep-ART is used in the proposed memory augmented planner architecture.

cm =

III. L AYERED C ONFABULATION BASED B EHAVIOR
S ELECTION
This section represents the behavior selection part in our
proposed episodic memory augmented task planner. The
planner used is a STRIPS based behavior selection method
which draws goal-directed behavior sequences through tree
search and an algorithm which merges cogent confabulation
replicating human intelligence which automatizes frequently
occurring behaviors. Then, it proposes a method which
hierarchically plans the behavior sequences achieving objectives by applying this algorithm to a hierarchically deﬁned
behavior set.
The layered confabulation architectures has been developed for hierarchical behavior planning and proved its
effectiveness on two scenarios: beverage serving, cereal and
milk serving scenarios [11] and is shown in Fig. 2. Planning
module receives from perception module the environmental
information by situated affordance [12]. Task recognition
module recognizes initial and goal states of task problem
to solve and returns them to the planning module.
Planning module searches for a solution that satisﬁes the
initial and goal states in a hierarchical manner. In the speciﬁc
scenarios of beverage serving, cereal and milk serving with
Mybot robot developed in the RIT lab at KAIST, the hierarchy of layered confabulation architecture consists of three

cogency(bm ) =

Ji
I 


p(< oi , Sji > |bm )

(3)

(4)

i=1 j=1

p(abcd|e) ≈ k · [p(a|e) · p(b|e) · p(c|e) · p(d|e)]

(5)

where
g: one per each behavior
h: number of situated object symbols not matching with the
goal state
k: gain constant of cogency ranking score
N : anticipated solution length of search tree
M : number of situated behaviors
n: depth of current node in search tree
Ranking(): cogency ranking
bm : mth behavior
cogency(bm ): cogency value of mth behavior
I: number of object instances over all of the object types
Ji : number of situation types of object instance oi
Sji : substitution of sij
k with proper k, according to the
current environmental state
< oi , Sji >: situated object.
The f value returned to the planning module is used as
metric to select proper behaviors for given pre-conditions
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Figure 4: Behavior selection mechanism in behavior search
algorithm.
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(Fig. 4). As shown in the overall architecture ﬁgure, this
process is performed in hierarchical order. The sequence of
primitive behaviors, which are in the lowest level, are found
and returned to the actuator for movement of robot. No0t
that the effectiveness of this architecture was veriﬁed through
experiments with Mybot (Fig. 5).
IV. E PISODIC MEMORY- AUGMENTED C OGENT
CONFABULATION BEHAVIOR PLANNER

In this section, the process of integration of cogent confabulation behavior planner and episodic memory is described.
The overall architecture is presented in Fig. 6.
A. Architecture
Compared to Fig. 2, ART-based Episodic memory part and
Behavioral-causal Degree (BD) module in semantic memory
module are additionally attached to the cogent confabulation
behavior planner frame. The roles of ART-based Episodic

memory part are twofold; providing a default hierarchical
sequence of behaviors that are retrieved by recognizing objects caught in vision of the robot, and providing a behavioral
causal degree between frequently occurring behaviors. To
match with the hierarchy of planner and semantic memory,
ART-based episodic memory has three layers: abstract level,
manipulation level, and primitive level. ART-based episodic
memory retrieves the temporal sequence of behaviors in its
memory for all the levels.
Behavioral-causal degree is employed to reinforce the
causal relationship between a pair of two behaviors (Fig.
7). o Fm means the mth level output ﬁeld in ART architecth
ture. dm
ki means the behavioral-causal degree from the k
th
th
behavior to i behavior of the m ART ﬁeld. As the dm
ki
gets higher (the higher the better), the chance that the ith
behavior occurs after the k th behavior does increases, i.e. the
degree between two behaviors is short. Regarding structure
of ART, refer to Fig. 1. The causal degree d is a directional
value, therefore, for one pair of the k th and ith behaviors,
m
there exist two causal degree values: dm
ki and dik . A value
for one direction does not necessarily affect the value for
other direction. When a sequence of behaviors are retrieved
by episodic memory, the BD values between all the pairs of
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successive behaviors are returned together.
Because current environmental situations cannot perfectly
match with previous ones in the episodic memory, there
must be a modiﬁcation of sequence of behaviors. Anomaly
is detected when the pre-conditions of behaviors from the
episodic memory do not match with current environmental
situations, and behavior planner re-plans to seek for a new
plan to ﬁnish the given task. The score for behavior selection
in tree search is calculated by
f = g + h,

(6)
B. Learning of episodic memory augmented cogent confabulation planner

with
1
h = h0 + (k1 × cm + K2 × ( )) × (1 − w),
d

(7)

where
cm

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for episodic memory augmented
Cogent confabulation behavior planner
Procedure: Confabulation-based Behavior Planner(start,
goal)
1: Closed_Set = {}; Open_Set = {}
2: previous_state[start] = empty
3: g_score[start] = 0; c_score[start] = 0
4: f_score[start] = g_score[start] +
heuristic_cost_estimate(start, goal)
5: while OpenSet is not empty do
6:
current_state = the node in Open_Set having
the lowest f_score[] value
7:
if current_state = goal then
8:
return reconstruct_behavior_sequence(previous_state,
current_state)
9:
end if
10:
Open_Set.Remove(current_state)
11:
Closed_Set.Add(current_state)
12:
for each behavior and next_state from current_state
do
13:
Open_Set.Add(next_state)
14:
b[next_state] = behavior
15:
previous_state[next_state] = current_state
16:
g_score[next_state]=g_score[current_state] +
behavior_cost_between(current_state, next_state)
17:
h_score[next_state] =
heuristic_cost_estimate(next_state, goal)
18:
c_score[next_state] = confabulation_cogency
_ranking_score(current_state, behavior)
19:
d_score[next_state] = get_BD_from_Deep-ART_
memory(ART_memory, previous_behavior, behavior)
20:
f_score[next_state]=g_score[next_state] + h_score
next_state+ c_score[next_state] + d_score[next
_state]
21:
end for
22: end while
23: return failure
end procedure

n
, 1),
w = min( N
Ranking(cogency(bm ))
=
M

.
Note that traditional A* is added by the cogency term and
the BD term. The behavior with lower value is more likely
to be selected. Pseudo-code is shown in Table. 1.

The reason of having various kinds of memory with
task planner for the robot is to provide possible pool of
behaviors by semantic memory and to train the planner
to certain situation by episodic memory. Actually, only by
using cogent confabulation behavior planner with semantic
memory, training the planner is possible. However, it is
biased to the training scenario much that testing it on
different scenario returns poor result. Even though the result
is intuitively understandable it would be better with more
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effective performance. Eq. (8) is the learning mechanism
for cogent confabulation term (cm ) in Eq. (6). Whenever
a pair of quantiﬁed situated object and quantiﬁed situated
behavior is selected, its probability to be selected increases
by λ and gets normalized. The f score for behavior selection
decreases as the probability gets larger, since the cogency
ranking is used for calculation (Eq. (3)). The reinforcement
learning method is as follows:
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The learning mechanism for episodic memory augmented
cogent confabulation planner is as follows:
dki ← λd × dki ,
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where dki is the BD value between two successive i
and k th behaviors as a pair, λd is the learning rate, which
is multiplied whenever the ith behavior following the k th
behavior gets observed.
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A set of simulations to train the proposed behavior planner
with episodic memory was performed. As shown in Fig. 8,
ﬁve different scenarios for beverage serving was simulated
to train and seven different scenarios for beverage serving
to test and compare different tree search algorithms: A*,
A* integrated with cogency and behavioral-causal distance
value (C/BD), A* with cogency value only (C), and A*
with behavioral-causal distance value (BD). Training 1 5 in
Fig. 8 were run using A* only to train cogency (semantic
memory) and BD (episodic memory) values which were
tested separately and altogether.
This experiment aimed to check the effectiveness of
episodic memory augmented to behavior planner.
B. Experimental result
Fig. 9 showed the result of experiment. Fig. 9 (a) is
for the training set and (b) is for the test set. In both
cases, the behavior planner with both episodic and semantic
memory (A*+C/BD) traverses the smallest number of nodes.
A* algorithm does not have learning mechanism, which
keeps searching from being biased to certain scenarios.
The planner with only cogency value (semantic memory)
which trained the relationship between states and behaviors
returned poor result and the planner with only BD (episodic
memory) training the relationship between two successive
behaviors enhances performance over the former. Once the
planner deﬁned both relationships between behaviors and
state-behavior (A*+C/BD), the performance became the best
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Figure 8: Plans for beverage serving task. (a)∼(e) Training
scenarios. (f)∼(l) Test scenarios.
on both training and test sets in great scale. This result
showed the effectiveness of utilizing the episodic memory
which deﬁnes causal distance between behaviors.
VI. D ISCUSSION
The planner deﬁning the relationship between states and
behaviors (A*+C) decreased performance because it was
trained and biased. However, its performance was improved
when the temporal causal relationship between situated
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(a) Number of nodes traversed by algorithms on training scenarios

memory of situated affordance. A new metric BD, calculating causal distance between situated behaviors, was
introduced to deﬁne temporal relationship between situated
behaviors returned by episodic memory. The result showed
great improvement in the number of nodes traversed to ﬁnd
the solution to prove that temporal relationship between
situated behaviors takes important role, and consequently,
the importance of episodic memory in planning. The further
research is required on how to categorize and deﬁne environmental situations or status in terms of behavior planning
before acquiring solution by running planner.
<video link: http://rit.kaist.ac.kr/home/ART_based_planner>
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Figure 9: Number of nodes traversed by four types of
planner: A*, A* with cogency and BD values, A* with
cogency only, A* with BD value only. (a) Training scenarios.
(b) Test scenarios.
behaviors was introduced (A*+BD). This proves that associating between situated behaviors are more effective than
associating situated objects with situated behaviors; it means
that the episodic memory considering temporal relationship
between behaviors takes important role in planning. It is
found that in planning it is difﬁcult to conﬁrm if the planner
is trained well or not, because only with difference in
initial and goal states, we cannot tell whether certain tasks
are in the same category or not. Because the actual space
domain is different from the planning solution domain for
the robot. For instance, in the two scenarios of Fig. 8 (a) and
(f), even though they look very different in space domain,
considering their solutions for robot, the two successive
situated behaviors ‘move cup1 to location7 → pour Bottle1
in cup1’ are required in both of the two scenarios. This
feature affects performance of planners in the scenarios
which do not look closely related to training scenarios.
Categorizing tasks in terms of task planner is beyond the
scope of this paper and should be studied further.
VII. CONCLUSION
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This paper proposed a novel algorithm to integrate
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